ABSTRACT: Digital television (DTV) provides pedagogical and technological advantages to education. DTV is presented as a novelty for the audience and involves the convergence of education, telecommunications, and internet in a unique environment. This technology will allow for the development of interactive educational platforms known as t-learning platforms. Currently, there are relatively few models which describe the processes involved in t-learning. This article presents a cyclic model, which takes into account the feedback of the process and other requirements. It also presents the theoretical framework associated with t-learning. It describes the PDCA t-learning proposed model (PDCA is plan, do, check, and act) that has been implemented in a prototype of a module (wireless networking fundamentals) on the area of telecommunications. This application was tested in a digital terrestrial television (DTTV or DTT) laboratory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital TV (DTV) is considered to be the convergence of television and computing technologies, bringing together three typical features such as interactivity (which means that the user can control the activities), customization (which is adapting the interactive contents for each user profile), and digitalization (the technological advances that allow the highest sound and image quality) [1]. DTV is made operational either by cable, satellite, microwave, terrestrial broadcast; or by ADSL or IP (IPTV and WebTV) trends. Also, several applications can be developed with DTV, such as t-administration, t-commerce, t-programming, t-learning, t-entertainment, t-advertising, t-information, t-employment, t-health, and interactive applications in private TV networks. In this article we will emphasize t-learning.
Text Markup Language (DVB-HTML) and DVB-Java. Java programming is the most widely used.

The motivation behind this paper is to initiate research and development in learning applications for DTV in Colombia. This is due to the limited number of model researches existing, allowing to understand what it is needed for their implementation. Among the researches related to t-learning there is the ELU project [18,29] founded by the European Community to develop educational resources (tools for creating, prototypes, and virtual teacher systems) through interactive DTV, but it does not present a model for developing t-learning. The VEMiTV project [7]- research conducted in Portugal, focused on testing the potential of DTV as an educational tool- assesses the usability and cognitive response of the students. This research lead to the creation of the ‘Panda’ application, which is based on the Microsoft TV platform but it does not present a model either. Companies such as the BBC [11] have developed several educational applications for children such as CBeebies, but they do not detail models of implementation either. In [1], a framework is proposed for t-learning courses, which is divided into two parts: the production and the client. That research is not clear about the development of a prototype and does not show results of the framework’s use. In [30] there is also a framework for collaborative educational services; it creates t-learning contents with its own tools, it does not take customization into account and does not present an explicit model. In [16], an alternative framework for DTV applications is presented, but it does not deal with general purposes on learning-oriented contents in depth. In [31], a service model is manifested, but it has limitations in the return channel and possibilities of interaction. It is only for DVB-J and is based on the idea that t-learning is just edutainment. In [13], a conceptual framework for customization is shown, and some simulations on PC are performed; however, there is no general model. The EDiTV project [33], implemented in Latin America, focuses on distance virtual education courses using IPTV. The latter project is lined up with agro-industrial topics and participatory action research (PAR). It does not show evidence on TV and there is no explicit model. Others like [32] and TV Escola [12] in Brazil explore educational content development, but it is based on the Japanese standard, which is different from the Colombian one. In [15], a requirement model approach is presented, that, in addition to be linear, focuses on DVB-HTML. In this model, a description of the elements involved is missing, and there is no practical example of its use.

In this paper a cyclic model is presented, which takes into account the feedback of the process and other requirements. An example of its use is also presented. It also serves as the basis for any other application or subject, taking into account the aspects considered in the model stages. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Chapter two the theoretical framework associated with t-learning is presented. In Chapter three, the PDCA t-learning proposed model is described. In Chapter four the results of implementation of the model and the application on Wi-fi are shown. Afterwards, recommendations are presented. Then conclusions are drawn and, finally, the bibliography is listed.

2. T-LEARNING

T-learning are teaching and learning processes based on the DTV. They are the convergence of TV technologies with telecommunications and systems (informatics), and are in accordance with the education and audiovisual sectors, among others.

Other definitions of t-learning are: interactive learning via television, or interactive access to video-rich educational contents mainly for home use, through a TV [5]. It is a subset of e-learning, the latter referring to any form of learning through a digital electronic device connected [6]. Thus, [19] defines e-learning as a generic term for the use of various tools and resources such as the Internet, intranets, CD-ROM, multimedia presentations, among others. T-learning is the convergence of DTV and e-learning technologies [7], [8]. It is the convergence of television and computer technologies (and more specifically, the Internet) [9].

Figure 1 details that convergence.

![Figure 1. Convergence PC, TV and e-learning](image)

For [15], t-learning is the convergence of different media (mobile technologies and Internet protocols)
and e-learning. Importance is given to the term learning to indicate the active role of the student, based on the constructivist approach, where the student is responsible for his/her own learning, as it is also mentioned by [19].

It is important to note that IDTV has its impact if there is an interaction channel (return channel), and its presence or absence affects services and applications established for users (customization, requests and communication, among others). Among t-learning applications are: formal and informal learning courses, support on formal learning courses of educational institutions, specialized training courses (interested business and individuals), support on home care, continuing education programs in several disciplines, personalized courses, social and support training, training for immigrants (languages or others), and training programs for people in remote areas. The propitious scenarios for t-learning are designed according to the student’s willingness for education through television [1]:

**Edu-tainment** - education + entertainment - allows to watch TV while offering a course related to the TV program, or to follow a formal education course that has been improved to make it more effective and entertaining (such as games, movies or game shows). In this experience, educational contents are more relevant [13].

**Entertain-sion** - entertainment + television - provides educational contents associated with the program the viewer is watching. Those contents allow the viewer to go into the topic in depth; for instance, learning a language by watching a soccer game [14].

3. **PDCA T-LEARNING MODEL**

The model is composed of four main stages, namely: plan, do, check, and act (PDCA). Plan, to see what is already done, what is to be achieved, and the specifications and assignments to be defined. Do, to begin the construction of the learning environment and everything previously defined. Check, to verify the application’s deployment; and Act, to take into account the feedback perceived from the educational project and thus, to redefine future processes. Figure 2 illustrates the cycle plan-do-check-act (PDCA). Figure 3 details the proposed PDCA t-learning model.

**3.1. Plan stage**

There is a first initial state phase characterized by a knowledge society, by its population (students), teachers, and the available technologies, among other features of the environment. After this, the requirement model based on [15], [17] is considered, which describes the necessary features and functions (see Table 1). These requirements are part of the production of pre-content phase. The support team is defined to support the t-learning project. Besides, the subjects and their demarcations, the preliminary sketch and the target public are defined here.
Table 1. T-learning requirement model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical: transmission of the learning environment, interaction and communication, security, accessibility, system control, and usability.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical: contents, way of assessment, t-learning’s role, interactivity, if there is construction of knowledge, learning process, customization, if it is connected to a TV program, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal: the type and purpose of learning, accessibility, motivation, expectations, and special needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team: support staff such as pedagogue, consultant, programmer, teacher, visual designer, and engineer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The necessary subsystems (of information to be transmitted, of communication if there is a return channel, and of storage, or any other specific item) to achieve the purpose of the service are planned; and alternative solutions for their construction are given.

3.2. Do stage

This stage constitutes the first phase of the construction process of the application, its design (final sketch of contents, navigation, video, game, etc.), and encoding. In this stage, it is also defined whether the application is done in open source tools or with commercial software programs known as authoring tools, such as [25] and [27]. To develop the plugins some complementary programs are necessary [20].

Within the life cycle of t-learning contents is the content production phase. It is divided into the sub-phases of pre-production, production (subsystems), and post-production (all the elements of the application and videos are combined). Also, the general recommendations for the contents and deployment are taken into account, considering the TV as a means [15], [21], [22], [23], [10]. Special attention must be taken with aspects such as font size, backgrounds and colors, navigation, appropriate use of remote control, usability, interface, cultural and educational aspects, aids, images, interaction options, among others.

On the other hand, technologies, architectures and infrastructures, equipment, servers, etc. must be considered, from the set-top-boxes (STB) for receiving and decoding digital signals, to the analog or digital TV set, through the MPEG 2/4 encoders, modulators, special boards, multiplexer, and return channel technology, among others. A playout server will be needed (it integrates coded elements, the generation of the object carousel, and the generation of programs, services and information of applications). To achieve a true broadcast environment, separate servers are needed, for instance, for the programming and video guides, for sending applications, for the interactive control servers, for authentication and profile, etc. It may also be necessary to have a more specialized content server for a learning management system (LMS) [39], or a content management system (CMS). There are several commercial suppliers with laboratory equipment and DTV broadcast stations such as [24], [25]. The t-learning value chain is extensive and involves several factors such as programmers, content creators, technology, among others.

3.3. Check Stage

Considering the life cycle of t-learning contents, in this stage the delivery of learning materials is guaranteed, with the transmission of the service and the applications. Here, the first phase is visual display, verifying the signal deployment and reception on the TV, or through an emulator on the computer such as [26], [28]. In the second phase more tests of its running can be done in the experiments laboratory or at a real TV broadcast center. Appropriate adjustments will be made if necessary. After the solution or proposal set out, there is a result of the project implementation, and a learning result and possible skills for the student. Here, the student is receiving and interacting with information on the TV.

3.4. Act stage

The last phase, the feedback phase, is about reviewing the whole process and the final results, evaluating and/or refining the process, and monitoring the result again. This allows involving a continuous improvement process, collecting the experiences and observations from the student or expert, continuing the research, improving the design or functionality, and adding other elements such as a virtual tutor, games, customization, among others.

4. PDCA MODEL APPLICATION RESULTS

For the development of the prototype application some aspects based on the proposed PDCA t-learning model were taken into account. For test effects, only one cycle will be put into practice.

4.1. Plan stage

- Based on the DVB standard, and MHP.
- It is a one-course module.
• The goal is a prototype of a *t-learning* application on *Wi-Fi* wireless networks fundamentals.
• The target group is students of Technology and Engineering with a major in telecommunications.
• The pre-production phase starts by defining the requirements according to the proposed model. Those are:
  • Interdisciplinary support, teacher, consultant and programming engineer.
  • Items taken as reference for technical needs (see Table 2).
  • Items taken as reference for personal or target group’s needs (see Table 3).
  • Items taken as benchmark for the final service (see Table 4).

### 4.2. Do stage

• A thematic presentation sketch in MS-Power Point is made.
• The development of the interface starts. An initial programming scenario is taken into account by using open source libraries, Java classes, and the OpenMhp emulator for simulation [34-38].
• Another scenario is to illustrate the usefulness of the authoring tool iTV suite [25].

#### Table 2. Points of reference for technical needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>- The role of iTV technology in broadcasting (different technologies).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                 | - Availability in the service (impulse service).  
|                 | *Time-Shifting* (*recording programs to watch them later*).                 |
| Interaction / communication | One-way interaction (contents) Two-way-interaction (authentication) |
| Security        | - Data Authentication                                                       |
| Accessibility   | - Accessibility to appropriate technology                                  |
|                 | - Accessibility to open standards                                           |
|                 | - Accessibility to widely accepted and used standards.                      |
| Devices         | Input Elements simulated in PC (remote control), and remote control         |
|                 | Output Simulation environment in PC, and TV + STB.                          |

#### Table 3. Points of reference for personal needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kind of Learning</td>
<td>- Informal learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning goal</td>
<td>- Learning the fundamentals of wireless networks (<em>WiFi</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>- Personal (local)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Technical (TV, STB, remote control, if there is return channel, and PC with the simulation environment).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Motivation, expectation | - Motivation to use iTV.  
|                 | - Expectation concerning the devices.                                      |
|                 | - Previous experience with web-based education.                            |
|                 | - Finding active attitude.                                                  |
| Special Needs   | - (None), students are considered to be in good physical and mental conditions. |

#### Table 4. Points of reference for pedagogical needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role of t-learning</td>
<td>Additional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>Student - learning material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Self-Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of knowledge</td>
<td>- Yes / No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Process</td>
<td>- Yes / No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized Learning</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected to a TV program</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.1. Description of the simulation system

It is based on the Eclipse development environment for the respective encoding. A web server allowing to store course and user navigation data is set. The following components are needed: Apache Tomcat (6.0), Java (Jre 1.5.0.22), and MySQL. Wampserver program is recommended (Apache server, MySQL and PHP). By setting the packages classes (Java), and libraries, the following are defined for simulation: a content server (it stores information about the “course” progress and repository function); an authentication server (login and user registration); and a return channel (for data submission process). A ‘client’ is defined, which is the part that runs on the simulator (emulator) or for a STB. The client makes requests to log in and access the resources of the “course” stored in the contents server by calling the web services.

Figure 4 describes the architecture for PC simulation. In this case, both the web services server software and the database engine will be on the same simulation computer (PC with the software needed).

Figure 5 describes the architecture with equipment for deployment testing of the TV in a DTT environment. For this experience, they were also used in hardware: (Playout server PC100 Icareus, also called carousel server; TV LG 42”, STB i-CAN 3810T MHP 1.1 with support for the return channel via Ethernet); and in software: (configuration software for Playout server PC100, Eclipse-Osmosys SDK, Osmosys Navigator).

4.3. Do stage of PDCA model

In this section, the tests performed and a checklist to assess the application comprehensively are presented. A simulation environment based on PC and at a test laboratory is defined. Figure 6 shows the operation of the simulated application on a PC.

The user can interact with the navigation buttons (arrows, OK, yellow and red buttons on the remote control simulator), and choose the theme. At the end, the quiz option appears (self-assessment). Figure 7 shows the deployment test on TV, using an interactivity laboratory.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the result of using authoring tools (iTV suite) and Icareus commercial equipment, in an interactivity laboratory.

![Test in the Icareus iTVsuite emulator](image1)

**Figure 8.** Test in the Icareus iTVsuite emulator

Checklist method is used to evaluate the performance and perception of the t-learning application. It consists of questions about the characteristics of the application and is based on usability issues. Twelve people were invited to participate in the tests. The application provides basic fundamentals of wireless networks (Wi-Fi), and also assesses the learning achieved. After interacting with the application, they received a form with the checklist, in which each item is assessed with “yes”, “partial” or “no” options, allowing inspection of the technical, pedagogical and personal elements. Figure 10 illustrates an example of a result of the checklist applied.

![Application test developed with iTVsuite on TV.](image2)

**Figure 9.** Application test developed with iTVsuite on TV.

![Example of results of the application checklist](image3)

**Figure 10.** Example of results of the application checklist

The results of the evaluation and testing indicate that the operation of the application was verified under DTV.

### 4.4. Act stage

- Adapting it to other contents or courses, such as optical communications, languages, mathematics, among others.
- Extending the theme or adding other modules.
- Evaluating the application in a real one-semester course in an institution.
- Improving the aesthetics of the interface and images, adding more interactivity and customization.
- Improving student-teacher interaction.
- Expanding student support.
- Involving audiovisual elements.
- Debugging the results of the quiz.
- Testing it in a real environment of TV broadcast.
- Expanding developing experience.
- Seeing the option of games or animations.
- More tests to see how efficiently the application works with more users and in different scenarios (e.g. by cable, satellite, IPTV, other STB other, and other forms of return channel).
- Checking the learning achieved.
- Involving other people in the interdisciplinary group (e.g., a pedagogue).
- Adding management.
- Accessibility to infrastructure and editing tools.

### 5. RECOMMENDATIONS

These are some recommendations for this research:

- Consider the participation of an interdisciplinary group.
- Understand and involve all the segments of the DTV value chain and t-learning.
- Monitor the standards of DVB and the evolution of the technology inherent to TV.
- The return channel has to be applied through...
technologies supporting IP such as Ethernet or xDSL technologies (Digital Subscriber Line). Besides, it has to be supported by the STB. For more remote areas, availability for the return channel can be guaranteed with GPRS cellular networks, WiMax, or another microwave system; or with terrestrial return according to the DVB RCT standard.

- The do stage, when the application is designed and developed requires time, and this must be considered.
- DTV lab equipment and software must be bought.
- A broad social pedagogy on the use and production of the new means is required.
- To ensure the production of true educational programs within the DTV, it is necessary for the education sector to work jointly with the media and related companies.
- To properly link the DTV with the learning processes, some studies are required in order to provide guidelines for research and practice in this field.
- Universities should be attentive because new professionals are needed to implement, use and create contents (multi-product development, including audio, video and data).
- As future work, it is recommended to implement several cycles of the presented model, considering in the Check and the Act stages the aspects in the results that have to be improved. This will allow to have a better application to achieve its result: learning. The model could even be made into a real deployment product.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, a PDCA model of t-learning is presented. It includes different stages for the development of an educational project based on DTV; and indirectly provides information about the basis and elements involved. The model’s application and the results of t-learning application development on a module of Fundamentals of Wi-Fi wireless networking are shown here, as well as the evaluation through laboratory tests on both PC emulator and deployment in DTT scenario. This model can be implemented in similar projects, taking into account each stage considered, such as how to define subjects, requirements (plan stage), open source application or authoring tools (do stage), checking application running and assessment (check stage), and improvements (act stage). Besides, although the model is defined for the domain of t-learning, it is the basis for various applications in DTV. This proposal is developed under open standards such as DVB and MHP. It has been proved that it is possible to have an experimental laboratory from the open source development and computer simulation.

As DTV is implemented, research, and training efforts should be strengthened, and projects supported on all underlying opportunities of digital technology on TV should be developed. DTV offers multiple options in the information society; among them, the convergence of electronics, telecommunication and informatics. Although the technology is the essential basis, it is necessary to provide it with contents. The expectation with the development of applications on television is higher or equal than the one with the start of e-learning based on PC. The door is open to implement it in other projects in different fields.
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